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Leroy+13 
Spatially resolved star formation relations 

  Galactic SF relations well-defined with little scatter on large (>kpc) scales 

  Recent observations find increasing scatter at higher resolution 

Kennicutt 98, Elmegreen 02, Bigiel+08  

Kennicutt+07, Bigiel+08, Schruba+10, Onodera+10, Liu+11 
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  If the physics of SF are universal: 
    time-integration of single region gives galactic SF relation 

  Observationally, we cannot do a time-integration… 
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  What does this mean in practice? 

  To retrieve galactic SF relation from 
    observations: need (at least) one region 
    in aperture that contains the “shortest” tracer 

  Example for tgas = 9 x tstar 
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  What does this mean in practice? 

  To retrieve galactic SF relation from 
    observations: need (at least) one region 
    in aperture that contains the “shortest” tracer 

  Example for tgas = 2 x tstar 
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2 J. M. D. Kruijssen & S. N. Longmore

where ! is a time-scale that fully covers all phases of the SF process
that are traced in galactic SF relations. Observationally equation (2)
can never be satisfied – we cannot observe a stellar cluster and its
progenitor cloud at the same time. Therefore, galactic SF relations
generally consider spatial scales large enough to cover multiple SF
regions.

Observationally, !t is non-zero despite the fact that a system
is only observed at a single moment in time. The reason is that to
first order the detection of a gas or SF tracer does not distinguish
at which time exactly this tracer is observed. For instance, the gas
mass that will eventually form stars is visible for a certain duration,
and can be detected throughout. Hence, !t reflects how long the
tracer in question can be observed. Because a galactic SF relation
is only reliable if the shortest phase of the SF process is sampled at
least once, its applicability is limited by the phase with the shortest
duration. We define the duration of the SF process as

! =

N
!

i=1

tph,i !

N!1
!

i=1

tover,i,i+1, (3)

where tph,i is the duration of phase i and tover,i,i+1 represents the
duration of the overlap between phases i and i + 1. The ratio of
min (tph,i)/! then determines the number of independent SF re-
gionsNindep that need to be sampled in order to retrieve the statisti-
cally converged, galactic SF relation. Here, the size of the ‘indepen-
dent’ region refers to the largest spatial scale on which SF events
are correlated, e.g. by global gravitational collapse, triggered SF,
or a galaxy-scale perturbation such as a merger.

Setting !t = tph " min (tph,i) to be the shortest phase of
the SF process that is traced in galactic SF relations, we obtain the
ratio !t/! = N!1

indep. We illustrate this result with an example.
If the SF were to consist of two phases such that tph,1/tph,2 = 9
(i.e. 90 per cent of the time is spent in the first phase), then!t/! =
0.1 and hence Nindep = 10 independent SF regions need to be
covered to retrieve the galactic SF relation.

In practice, the number of independent SF regions sampled
within a two-dimensional aperture is set by a combination of its di-
ameter !x # N1/2

indep and the duration of the shortest phase of the
SF process !t # N!1

indep. We can therefore combine equations (1)
and (2) to formulate an uncertainty principle that needs to be satis-
fied for galactic SF relations to hold:
"

!x
"

#2

!
!
!t

. (4)

Here, !x is the spatial scale below which galactic SF relations
break down and !t is the duration of the shortest phase of the SF
process that is traced by the SF relation in question. Substituting
!t/! = N!1

indep, we retrieve !x ! "N1/2
indep and see that " is

the characteristic separation of independent SF regions. In order to
sample the galactic SF relation fully, we thus require

!x ! !xsamp "

$

!
tph

%1/2

". (5)

Next to the statistical sampling in time and space of the full
SF process, additional scatter is introduced by the incomplete sam-
pling of the SF tracer at low SFRs. Observational estimates of the
SFR almost exclusively rely on emission from massive stars, which
statistically may not be produced at low SFRs, which may lead to
an underestimation of the SFR. If we define a minimum SFRmin

for a certain SF tracer to be fully sampled from the IMF, a given
SFR surface density "SFR implies that a spatial scale of

Table 1. Example star formation tracer properties

Tracer !t50%
a !t95%

a !t"lum
a SFRmin

(Myr) (Myr) (Myr) (10!3 M" yr!1)

H! 1.7 4.7 2 1b

FUV 4.8 65 14 0.04c

aFrom Leroy et al. (2012). bFrom Kennicutt & Evans (2012).
cAssuming a FUV flux contribution from stars M ! 3M".

!x ! !xIMF "
"

4SFRmin

#"SFR

#1/2

(6)

is required to retrieve a reliable estimate of the SFR. Here, the fac-
tor of four enters because !x represents a diameter rather than a
radius.

Finally, the above limits on the spatial scale on which galactic
SF relations hold only apply if the flux of gas and SF tracers across
the boundary of an aperture is negligible over the duration of the SF
process ! . Any net drift will introduce scatter or potentially system-
atic deviations. Given a velocity dispersion $, the size-scale should
therefore satisfy

!x ! !xdrift "
1
2
$!, (7)

where the factor of 1/2 arises from taking the mean times of both
the gaseous and stellar phases. In practice, the condition of equa-
tion (5) implies that multiple independent SF regions are covered
in a single aperture. Statistically speaking, the flux of gas and SF
tracers across the aperture boundary should be minor and hence
equation (7) should always be satisfied. This will be illustrated in
§3 below.

Together, the above three conditions postulate that galactic SF
relations hold on size-scales

!x ! !xtot " max{!xsamp, !xIMF, !xdrift}. (8)

2.2 Specification of key variables

The general uncertainty principle of equation (8) should be satis-
fied when evaluating galactic SF relations, irrespective of the pre-
cise choice of the variables it depends on. However, the practical
application of the principle requires the specification of the (tracer-
dependent) durations of the several phases of the SF process tph,i,
the minimum SFRs required for their use SFRmin, the total dura-
tion of the SF process ! , and the characteristic spatial separation of
independent SF regions ".

In the rest of this Letter, we illustrate the use of our uncer-
tainty principle by adopting a highly simplified assumption that SF
is a two-step process. During the first phase, the gas tracer can be
detected while no SF is seen, whereas during the second phase, a
young stellar population is in place and the gas has been expelled
due to stellar feedback (or any other mechanism that leads the gas
phase to become undetectable in the adopted gas tracer). Hence, the
duration of the entire SF process is given by ! = tgas+tstar!tover ,
where tgas denotes the duration of the first phase, tstar represents
the duration of the second phase, and we shall set the duration of
the overlap between the gas and stellar phases to tover = 0. As a
result, tph = min{tgas, tstar}. In reality, more phases likely exist
and undoubtedly tover $= 0. The overlap can only be ignored if (1)
its duration is much smaller than that of the entire SF process and
(2) multiple independent SF regions are covered. We will illustrate
the effect of a non-zero overlap in §3.

c# 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–6
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2 J. M. D. Kruijssen & S. N. Longmore

where ! is a time-scale that fully covers all phases of the SF process
that are traced in galactic SF relations. Observationally equation (2)
can never be satisfied – we cannot observe a stellar cluster and its
progenitor cloud at the same time. Therefore, galactic SF relations
generally consider spatial scales large enough to cover multiple SF
regions.

Observationally, !t is non-zero despite the fact that a system
is only observed at a single moment in time. The reason is that to
first order the detection of a gas or SF tracer does not distinguish
at which time exactly this tracer is observed. For instance, the gas
mass that will eventually form stars is visible for a certain duration,
and can be detected throughout. Hence, !t reflects how long the
tracer in question can be observed. Because a galactic SF relation
is only reliable if the shortest phase of the SF process is sampled at
least once, its applicability is limited by the phase with the shortest
duration. We define the duration of the SF process as

! =

N
!

i=1

tph,i !

N!1
!

i=1

tover,i,i+1, (3)

where tph,i is the duration of phase i and tover,i,i+1 represents the
duration of the overlap between phases i and i + 1. The ratio of
min (tph,i)/! then determines the number of independent SF re-
gionsNindep that need to be sampled in order to retrieve the statisti-
cally converged, galactic SF relation. Here, the size of the ‘indepen-
dent’ region refers to the largest spatial scale on which SF events
are correlated, e.g. by global gravitational collapse, triggered SF,
or a galaxy-scale perturbation such as a merger.

Setting !t = tph " min (tph,i) to be the shortest phase of
the SF process that is traced in galactic SF relations, we obtain the
ratio !t/! = N!1

indep. We illustrate this result with an example.
If the SF were to consist of two phases such that tph,1/tph,2 = 9
(i.e. 90 per cent of the time is spent in the first phase), then!t/! =
0.1 and hence Nindep = 10 independent SF regions need to be
covered to retrieve the galactic SF relation.

In practice, the number of independent SF regions sampled
within a two-dimensional aperture is set by a combination of its di-
ameter !x # N1/2

indep and the duration of the shortest phase of the
SF process !t # N!1

indep. We can therefore combine equations (1)
and (2) to formulate an uncertainty principle that needs to be satis-
fied for galactic SF relations to hold:
"

!x
"

#2

!
!
!t

. (4)

Here, !x is the spatial scale below which galactic SF relations
break down and !t is the duration of the shortest phase of the SF
process that is traced by the SF relation in question. Substituting
!t/! = N!1

indep, we retrieve !x ! "N1/2
indep and see that " is

the characteristic separation of independent SF regions. In order to
sample the galactic SF relation fully, we thus require

!x ! !xsamp "

$

!
tph

%1/2

". (5)

Next to the statistical sampling in time and space of the full
SF process, additional scatter is introduced by the incomplete sam-
pling of the SF tracer at low SFRs. Observational estimates of the
SFR almost exclusively rely on emission from massive stars, which
statistically may not be produced at low SFRs, which may lead to
an underestimation of the SFR. If we define a minimum SFRmin

for a certain SF tracer to be fully sampled from the IMF, a given
SFR surface density "SFR implies that a spatial scale of

Table 1. Example star formation tracer properties

Tracer !t50%
a !t95%

a !t"lum
a SFRmin

(Myr) (Myr) (Myr) (10!3 M" yr!1)

H! 1.7 4.7 2 1b

FUV 4.8 65 14 0.04c

aFrom Leroy et al. (2012). bFrom Kennicutt & Evans (2012).
cAssuming a FUV flux contribution from stars M ! 3M".

!x ! !xIMF "
"

4SFRmin

#"SFR

#1/2

(6)

is required to retrieve a reliable estimate of the SFR. Here, the fac-
tor of four enters because !x represents a diameter rather than a
radius.

Finally, the above limits on the spatial scale on which galactic
SF relations hold only apply if the flux of gas and SF tracers across
the boundary of an aperture is negligible over the duration of the SF
process ! . Any net drift will introduce scatter or potentially system-
atic deviations. Given a velocity dispersion $, the size-scale should
therefore satisfy

!x ! !xdrift "
1
2
$!, (7)

where the factor of 1/2 arises from taking the mean times of both
the gaseous and stellar phases. In practice, the condition of equa-
tion (5) implies that multiple independent SF regions are covered
in a single aperture. Statistically speaking, the flux of gas and SF
tracers across the aperture boundary should be minor and hence
equation (7) should always be satisfied. This will be illustrated in
§3 below.

Together, the above three conditions postulate that galactic SF
relations hold on size-scales

!x ! !xtot " max{!xsamp, !xIMF, !xdrift}. (8)

2.2 Specification of key variables

The general uncertainty principle of equation (8) should be satis-
fied when evaluating galactic SF relations, irrespective of the pre-
cise choice of the variables it depends on. However, the practical
application of the principle requires the specification of the (tracer-
dependent) durations of the several phases of the SF process tph,i,
the minimum SFRs required for their use SFRmin, the total dura-
tion of the SF process ! , and the characteristic spatial separation of
independent SF regions ".

In the rest of this Letter, we illustrate the use of our uncer-
tainty principle by adopting a highly simplified assumption that SF
is a two-step process. During the first phase, the gas tracer can be
detected while no SF is seen, whereas during the second phase, a
young stellar population is in place and the gas has been expelled
due to stellar feedback (or any other mechanism that leads the gas
phase to become undetectable in the adopted gas tracer). Hence, the
duration of the entire SF process is given by ! = tgas+tstar!tover ,
where tgas denotes the duration of the first phase, tstar represents
the duration of the second phase, and we shall set the duration of
the overlap between the gas and stellar phases to tover = 0. As a
result, tph = min{tgas, tstar}. In reality, more phases likely exist
and undoubtedly tover $= 0. The overlap can only be ignored if (1)
its duration is much smaller than that of the entire SF process and
(2) multiple independent SF regions are covered. We will illustrate
the effect of a non-zero overlap in §3.

c# 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–6
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2 J. M. D. Kruijssen & S. N. Longmore

!t ! !, (2)

where ! is a time-scale that fully covers all phases of the SF process
that are traced in galactic SF relations. Observationally equation (2)
can never be satisfied – we cannot observe a stellar cluster and its
progenitor cloud at the same time. Therefore, galactic SF relations
generally consider spatial scales large enough to cover multiple SF
regions.

Observationally, !t is non-zero despite the fact that a system
is only observed at a single moment in time. The reason is that to
first order the detection of a gas or SF tracer does not distinguish
at which time exactly this tracer is observed. For instance, the gas
mass that will eventually form stars is visible for a certain duration,
and can be detected throughout. Hence, !t reflects how long the
tracer in question can be observed. Because a galactic SF relation
is only reliable if the shortest phase of the SF process is sampled at
least once, its applicability is limited by the phase with the shortest
duration. We define the duration of the SF process as

! =

N
!

i=1

tph,i !

N!1
!

i=1

tover,i,i+1, (3)

where tph,i is the duration of phase i and tover,i,i+1 represents the
duration of the overlap between phases i and i + 1. The ratio of
min (tph,i)/! then determines the number of independent SF re-
gionsNindep that need to be sampled in order to retrieve the statisti-
cally converged, galactic SF relation. Here, the size of the ‘indepen-
dent’ region refers to the largest spatial scale on which SF events
are correlated, e.g. by global gravitational collapse, triggered SF,
or a galaxy-scale perturbation such as a merger.

Setting !t = tph " min (tph,i) to be the shortest phase of
the SF process that is traced in galactic SF relations, we obtain the
ratio !t/! = N!1

indep. We illustrate this result with an example.
If the SF were to consist of two phases such that tph,1/tph,2 = 9
(i.e. 90 per cent of the time is spent in the first phase), then!t/! =
0.1 and hence Nindep = 10 independent SF regions need to be
covered to retrieve the galactic SF relation.

In practice, the number of independent SF regions sampled
within a two-dimensional aperture is set by a combination of its di-
ameter !x # N1/2

indep and the duration of the shortest phase of the
SF process !t # N!1

indep. We can therefore combine equations (1)
and (2) to formulate an uncertainty principle that needs to be satis-
fied for galactic SF relations to hold:

!x!t1/2
! "! 1/2. (4)

Here, !x is the spatial scale below which galactic SF relations
break down and !t is the duration of the shortest phase of the SF
process that is traced by the SF relation in question. Substituting
!t/! = N!1

indep, we retrieve !x ! "N1/2
indep and see that " is

the characteristic separation of independent SF regions. In order to
sample the galactic SF relation fully, we thus require

!x ! !xsamp "

"

!
tph

#1/2

". (5)

Next to the statistical sampling in time and space of the full
SF process, additional scatter is introduced by the incomplete sam-
pling of the SF tracer at low SFRs. Observational estimates of the
SFR almost exclusively rely on emission from massive stars, which
statistically may not be produced at low SFRs, which may lead to
an underestimation of the SFR. If we define a minimum SFRmin

for a certain SF tracer to be fully sampled from the IMF, a given
SFR surface density "SFR implies that a spatial scale of

Table 1. Star formation tracer properties

Tracer !t50%
a !t95%

a !t"lum
a SFRmin

(Myr) (Myr) (Myr) (10!3 M" yr!1)

H! 1.7 4.7 2 1b

FUV 4.8 65 14 0.04c

aFrom Leroy et al. (2012). bFrom Kennicutt & Evans (2012).
cAssuming a FUV flux contribution from stars M ! 3M".

!x ! !xIMF "
$

4SFRmin

#"SFR

%1/2

(6)

is required to retrieve a reliable estimate of the SFR. Here, the fac-
tor of four enters because !x represents a diameter rather than a
radius.

Finally, the above limits on the spatial scale on which galactic
SF relations hold only apply if the flux of gas and SF tracers across
the boundary of an aperture is negligible over the duration of the SF
process ! . Any net drift will introduce scatter or potentially system-
atic deviations. Given a velocity dispersion $, the size-scale should
therefore satisfy

!x ! !xdrift "
1
2
$!, (7)

where the factor of 1/2 arises from taking the mean times of both
the gaseous and stellar phases. In practice, the condition of equa-
tion (5) implies that multiple independent SF regions are covered
in a single aperture. Statistically speaking, the flux of gas and SF
tracers across the aperture boundary should be minor and hence
equation (7) should always be satisfied. This will be illustrated in
§3 below.

Together, the above three conditions postulate that galactic SF
relations hold on size-scales

!x ! !xtot " max{!xsamp, !xIMF, !xdrift}. (8)

2.2 Specification of key variables

The general uncertainty principle of equation (8) should be satis-
fied when evaluating galactic SF relations, irrespective of the pre-
cise choice of the variables it depends on. However, the practical
application of the principle requires the specification of the (tracer-
dependent) durations of the several phases of the SF process tph,i,
the minimum SFRs required for their use SFRmin, the total dura-
tion of the SF process ! , and the characteristic spatial separation of
independent SF regions ".

In the rest of this Letter, we illustrate the use of our uncer-
tainty principle by adopting a highly simplified assumption that SF
is a two-step process. During the first phase, the gas tracer can be
detected while no SF is seen, whereas during the second phase, a
young stellar population is in place and the gas has been expelled
due to stellar feedback (or any other mechanism that leads the gas
phase to become undetectable in the adopted gas tracer). Hence, the
duration of the entire SF process is given by ! = tgas+tstar!tover ,
where tgas denotes the duration of the first phase, tstar represents
the duration of the second phase, and we shall set the duration of
the overlap between the gas and stellar phases to tover = 0. As a
result, tph = min{tgas, tstar}. In reality, more phases likely exist
and undoubtedly tover $= 0. The overlap can only be ignored if (1)
its duration is much smaller than that of the entire SF process and
(2) multiple independent SF regions are covered. We will illustrate
the effect of a non-zero overlap in §3.

c# 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–6
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2 J. M. D. Kruijssen & S. N. Longmore

!t ! !, (2)

where ! is a time-scale that fully covers all phases of the SF process
that are traced in galactic SF relations. Observationally equation (2)
can never be satisfied – we cannot observe a stellar cluster and its
progenitor cloud at the same time. Therefore, galactic SF relations
generally consider spatial scales large enough to cover multiple SF
regions.

Observationally, !t is non-zero despite the fact that a system
is only observed at a single moment in time. The reason is that to
first order the detection of a gas or SF tracer does not distinguish
at which time exactly this tracer is observed. For instance, the gas
mass that will eventually form stars is visible for a certain duration,
and can be detected throughout. Hence, !t reflects how long the
tracer in question can be observed. Because a galactic SF relation
is only reliable if the shortest phase of the SF process is sampled at
least once, its applicability is limited by the phase with the shortest
duration. We define the duration of the SF process as

! =

N
!

i=1

tph,i !

N!1
!

i=1

tover,i,i+1, (3)

where tph,i is the duration of phase i and tover,i,i+1 represents the
duration of the overlap between phases i and i + 1. The ratio of
min (tph,i)/! then determines the number of independent SF re-
gionsNindep that need to be sampled in order to retrieve the statisti-
cally converged, galactic SF relation. Here, the size of the ‘indepen-
dent’ region refers to the largest spatial scale on which SF events
are correlated, e.g. by global gravitational collapse, triggered SF,
or a galaxy-scale perturbation such as a merger.

Setting !t = tph " min (tph,i) to be the shortest phase of
the SF process that is traced in galactic SF relations, we obtain the
ratio !t/! = N!1

indep. We illustrate this result with an example.
If the SF were to consist of two phases such that tph,1/tph,2 = 9
(i.e. 90 per cent of the time is spent in the first phase), then!t/! =
0.1 and hence Nindep = 10 independent SF regions need to be
covered to retrieve the galactic SF relation.

In practice, the number of independent SF regions sampled
within a two-dimensional aperture is set by a combination of its di-
ameter !x # N1/2

indep and the duration of the shortest phase of the
SF process !t # N!1

indep. We can therefore combine equations (1)
and (2) to formulate an uncertainty principle that needs to be satis-
fied for galactic SF relations to hold:

!x!t1/2
! "! 1/2. (4)

Here, !x is the spatial scale below which galactic SF relations
break down and !t is the duration of the shortest phase of the SF
process that is traced by the SF relation in question. Substituting
!t/! = N!1

indep, we retrieve !x ! "N1/2
indep and see that " is

the characteristic separation of independent SF regions. In order to
sample the galactic SF relation fully, we thus require

!x ! !xsamp "

"

!
tph

#1/2

". (5)

Next to the statistical sampling in time and space of the full
SF process, additional scatter is introduced by the incomplete sam-
pling of the SF tracer at low SFRs. Observational estimates of the
SFR almost exclusively rely on emission from massive stars, which
statistically may not be produced at low SFRs, which may lead to
an underestimation of the SFR. If we define a minimum SFRmin

for a certain SF tracer to be fully sampled from the IMF, a given
SFR surface density "SFR implies that a spatial scale of

Table 1. Star formation tracer properties

Tracer !t50%
a !t95%

a !t"lum
a SFRmin

(Myr) (Myr) (Myr) (10!3 M" yr!1)

H! 1.7 4.7 2 1b

FUV 4.8 65 14 0.04c

aFrom Leroy et al. (2012). bFrom Kennicutt & Evans (2012).
cAssuming a FUV flux contribution from stars M ! 3M".

!x ! !xIMF "
$

4SFRmin

#"SFR

%1/2

(6)

is required to retrieve a reliable estimate of the SFR. Here, the fac-
tor of four enters because !x represents a diameter rather than a
radius.

Finally, the above limits on the spatial scale on which galactic
SF relations hold only apply if the flux of gas and SF tracers across
the boundary of an aperture is negligible over the duration of the SF
process ! . Any net drift will introduce scatter or potentially system-
atic deviations. Given a velocity dispersion $, the size-scale should
therefore satisfy

!x ! !xdrift "
1
2
$!, (7)

where the factor of 1/2 arises from taking the mean times of both
the gaseous and stellar phases. In practice, the condition of equa-
tion (5) implies that multiple independent SF regions are covered
in a single aperture. Statistically speaking, the flux of gas and SF
tracers across the aperture boundary should be minor and hence
equation (7) should always be satisfied. This will be illustrated in
§3 below.

Together, the above three conditions postulate that galactic SF
relations hold on size-scales

!x ! !xtot " max{!xsamp, !xIMF, !xdrift}. (8)

2.2 Specification of key variables

The general uncertainty principle of equation (8) should be satis-
fied when evaluating galactic SF relations, irrespective of the pre-
cise choice of the variables it depends on. However, the practical
application of the principle requires the specification of the (tracer-
dependent) durations of the several phases of the SF process tph,i,
the minimum SFRs required for their use SFRmin, the total dura-
tion of the SF process ! , and the characteristic spatial separation of
independent SF regions ".

In the rest of this Letter, we illustrate the use of our uncer-
tainty principle by adopting a highly simplified assumption that SF
is a two-step process. During the first phase, the gas tracer can be
detected while no SF is seen, whereas during the second phase, a
young stellar population is in place and the gas has been expelled
due to stellar feedback (or any other mechanism that leads the gas
phase to become undetectable in the adopted gas tracer). Hence, the
duration of the entire SF process is given by ! = tgas+tstar!tover ,
where tgas denotes the duration of the first phase, tstar represents
the duration of the second phase, and we shall set the duration of
the overlap between the gas and stellar phases to tover = 0. As a
result, tph = min{tgas, tstar}. In reality, more phases likely exist
and undoubtedly tover $= 0. The overlap can only be ignored if (1)
its duration is much smaller than that of the entire SF process and
(2) multiple independent SF regions are covered. We will illustrate
the effect of a non-zero overlap in §3.
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!t ! !, (2)

where ! is a time-scale that fully covers all phases of the SF process
that are traced in galactic SF relations. Observationally equation (2)
can never be satisfied – we cannot observe a stellar cluster and its
progenitor cloud at the same time. Therefore, galactic SF relations
generally consider spatial scales large enough to cover multiple SF
regions.

Observationally, !t is non-zero despite the fact that a system
is only observed at a single moment in time. The reason is that to
first order the detection of a gas or SF tracer does not distinguish
at which time exactly this tracer is observed. For instance, the gas
mass that will eventually form stars is visible for a certain duration,
and can be detected throughout. Hence, !t reflects how long the
tracer in question can be observed. Because a galactic SF relation
is only reliable if the shortest phase of the SF process is sampled at
least once, its applicability is limited by the phase with the shortest
duration. We define the duration of the SF process as

! =

N
!

i=1

tph,i !

N!1
!

i=1

tover,i,i+1, (3)

where tph,i is the duration of phase i and tover,i,i+1 represents the
duration of the overlap between phases i and i + 1. The ratio of
min (tph,i)/! then determines the number of independent SF re-
gionsNindep that need to be sampled in order to retrieve the statisti-
cally converged, galactic SF relation. Here, the size of the ‘indepen-
dent’ region refers to the largest spatial scale on which SF events
are correlated, e.g. by global gravitational collapse, triggered SF,
or a galaxy-scale perturbation such as a merger.

Setting !t = tph " min (tph,i) to be the shortest phase of
the SF process that is traced in galactic SF relations, we obtain the
ratio !t/! = N!1

indep. We illustrate this result with an example.
If the SF were to consist of two phases such that tph,1/tph,2 = 9
(i.e. 90 per cent of the time is spent in the first phase), then!t/! =
0.1 and hence Nindep = 10 independent SF regions need to be
covered to retrieve the galactic SF relation.

In practice, the number of independent SF regions sampled
within a two-dimensional aperture is set by a combination of its di-
ameter !x # N1/2

indep and the duration of the shortest phase of the
SF process !t # N!1

indep. We can therefore combine equations (1)
and (2) to formulate an uncertainty principle that needs to be satis-
fied for galactic SF relations to hold:

!x!t1/2
! "! 1/2. (4)

Here, !x is the spatial scale below which galactic SF relations
break down and !t is the duration of the shortest phase of the SF
process that is traced by the SF relation in question. Substituting
!t/! = N!1

indep, we retrieve !x ! "N1/2
indep and see that " is

the characteristic separation of independent SF regions. In order to
sample the galactic SF relation fully, we thus require

!x ! !xsamp "

"

!
tph

#1/2

". (5)

Next to the statistical sampling in time and space of the full
SF process, additional scatter is introduced by the incomplete sam-
pling of the SF tracer at low SFRs. Observational estimates of the
SFR almost exclusively rely on emission from massive stars, which
statistically may not be produced at low SFRs, which may lead to
an underestimation of the SFR. If we define a minimum SFRmin

for a certain SF tracer to be fully sampled from the IMF, a given
SFR surface density "SFR implies that a spatial scale of

Table 1. Star formation tracer properties

Tracer !t50%
a !t95%

a !t"lum
a SFRmin

(Myr) (Myr) (Myr) (10!3 M" yr!1)

H! 1.7 4.7 2 1b

FUV 4.8 65 14 0.04c

aFrom Leroy et al. (2012). bFrom Kennicutt & Evans (2012).
cAssuming a FUV flux contribution from stars M ! 3M".

!x ! !xIMF "
$

4SFRmin

#"SFR

%1/2

(6)

is required to retrieve a reliable estimate of the SFR. Here, the fac-
tor of four enters because !x represents a diameter rather than a
radius.

Finally, the above limits on the spatial scale on which galactic
SF relations hold only apply if the flux of gas and SF tracers across
the boundary of an aperture is negligible over the duration of the SF
process ! . Any net drift will introduce scatter or potentially system-
atic deviations. Given a velocity dispersion $, the size-scale should
therefore satisfy

!x ! !xdrift "
1
2
$!, (7)

where the factor of 1/2 arises from taking the mean times of both
the gaseous and stellar phases. In practice, the condition of equa-
tion (5) implies that multiple independent SF regions are covered
in a single aperture. Statistically speaking, the flux of gas and SF
tracers across the aperture boundary should be minor and hence
equation (7) should always be satisfied. This will be illustrated in
§3 below.

Together, the above three conditions postulate that galactic SF
relations hold on size-scales

!x ! !xtot " max{!xsamp, !xIMF, !xdrift}. (8)

2.2 Specification of key variables

The general uncertainty principle of equation (8) should be satis-
fied when evaluating galactic SF relations, irrespective of the pre-
cise choice of the variables it depends on. However, the practical
application of the principle requires the specification of the (tracer-
dependent) durations of the several phases of the SF process tph,i,
the minimum SFRs required for their use SFRmin, the total dura-
tion of the SF process ! , and the characteristic spatial separation of
independent SF regions ".

In the rest of this Letter, we illustrate the use of our uncer-
tainty principle by adopting a highly simplified assumption that SF
is a two-step process. During the first phase, the gas tracer can be
detected while no SF is seen, whereas during the second phase, a
young stellar population is in place and the gas has been expelled
due to stellar feedback (or any other mechanism that leads the gas
phase to become undetectable in the adopted gas tracer). Hence, the
duration of the entire SF process is given by ! = tgas+tstar!tover ,
where tgas denotes the duration of the first phase, tstar represents
the duration of the second phase, and we shall set the duration of
the overlap between the gas and stellar phases to tover = 0. As a
result, tph = min{tgas, tstar}. In reality, more phases likely exist
and undoubtedly tover $= 0. The overlap can only be ignored if (1)
its duration is much smaller than that of the entire SF process and
(2) multiple independent SF regions are covered. We will illustrate
the effect of a non-zero overlap in §3.
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!t ! !, (2)

where ! is a time-scale that fully covers all phases of the SF process
that are traced in galactic SF relations. Observationally equation (2)
can never be satisfied – we cannot observe a stellar cluster and its
progenitor cloud at the same time. Therefore, galactic SF relations
generally consider spatial scales large enough to cover multiple SF
regions.

Observationally, !t is non-zero despite the fact that a system
is only observed at a single moment in time. The reason is that to
first order the detection of a gas or SF tracer does not distinguish
at which time exactly this tracer is observed. For instance, the gas
mass that will eventually form stars is visible for a certain duration,
and can be detected throughout. Hence, !t reflects how long the
tracer in question can be observed. Because a galactic SF relation
is only reliable if the shortest phase of the SF process is sampled at
least once, its applicability is limited by the phase with the shortest
duration. We define the duration of the SF process as

! =

N
!

i=1

tph,i !

N!1
!

i=1

tover,i,i+1, (3)

where tph,i is the duration of phase i and tover,i,i+1 represents the
duration of the overlap between phases i and i + 1. The ratio of
min (tph,i)/! then determines the number of independent SF re-
gionsNindep that need to be sampled in order to retrieve the statisti-
cally converged, galactic SF relation. Here, the size of the ‘indepen-
dent’ region refers to the largest spatial scale on which SF events
are correlated, e.g. by global gravitational collapse, triggered SF,
or a galaxy-scale perturbation such as a merger.

Setting !t = tph " min (tph,i) to be the shortest phase of
the SF process that is traced in galactic SF relations, we obtain the
ratio !t/! = N!1

indep. We illustrate this result with an example.
If the SF were to consist of two phases such that tph,1/tph,2 = 9
(i.e. 90 per cent of the time is spent in the first phase), then!t/! =
0.1 and hence Nindep = 10 independent SF regions need to be
covered to retrieve the galactic SF relation.

In practice, the number of independent SF regions sampled
within a two-dimensional aperture is set by a combination of its di-
ameter !x # N1/2

indep and the duration of the shortest phase of the
SF process !t # N!1

indep. We can therefore combine equations (1)
and (2) to formulate an uncertainty principle that needs to be satis-
fied for galactic SF relations to hold:

!x!t1/2
! "! 1/2. (4)

Here, !x is the spatial scale below which galactic SF relations
break down and !t is the duration of the shortest phase of the SF
process that is traced by the SF relation in question. Substituting
!t/! = N!1

indep, we retrieve !x ! "N1/2
indep and see that " is

the characteristic separation of independent SF regions. In order to
sample the galactic SF relation fully, we thus require

!x ! !xsamp "

"

!
tph

#1/2

". (5)

Next to the statistical sampling in time and space of the full
SF process, additional scatter is introduced by the incomplete sam-
pling of the SF tracer at low SFRs. Observational estimates of the
SFR almost exclusively rely on emission from massive stars, which
statistically may not be produced at low SFRs, which may lead to
an underestimation of the SFR. If we define a minimum SFRmin

for a certain SF tracer to be fully sampled from the IMF, a given
SFR surface density "SFR implies that a spatial scale of

Table 1. Star formation tracer properties

Tracer !t50%
a !t95%

a !t"lum
a SFRmin

(Myr) (Myr) (Myr) (10!3 M" yr!1)

H! 1.7 4.7 2 1b

FUV 4.8 65 14 0.04c

aFrom Leroy et al. (2012). bFrom Kennicutt & Evans (2012).
cAssuming a FUV flux contribution from stars M ! 3M".

!x ! !xIMF "
$

4SFRmin

#"SFR

%1/2

(6)

is required to retrieve a reliable estimate of the SFR. Here, the fac-
tor of four enters because !x represents a diameter rather than a
radius.

Finally, the above limits on the spatial scale on which galactic
SF relations hold only apply if the flux of gas and SF tracers across
the boundary of an aperture is negligible over the duration of the SF
process ! . Any net drift will introduce scatter or potentially system-
atic deviations. Given a velocity dispersion $, the size-scale should
therefore satisfy

!x ! !xdrift "
1
2
$!, (7)

where the factor of 1/2 arises from taking the mean times of both
the gaseous and stellar phases. In practice, the condition of equa-
tion (5) implies that multiple independent SF regions are covered
in a single aperture. Statistically speaking, the flux of gas and SF
tracers across the aperture boundary should be minor and hence
equation (7) should always be satisfied. This will be illustrated in
§3 below.

Together, the above three conditions postulate that galactic SF
relations hold on size-scales

!x ! !xtot " max{!xsamp, !xIMF, !xdrift}. (8)

2.2 Specification of key variables

The general uncertainty principle of equation (8) should be satis-
fied when evaluating galactic SF relations, irrespective of the pre-
cise choice of the variables it depends on. However, the practical
application of the principle requires the specification of the (tracer-
dependent) durations of the several phases of the SF process tph,i,
the minimum SFRs required for their use SFRmin, the total dura-
tion of the SF process ! , and the characteristic spatial separation of
independent SF regions ".

In the rest of this Letter, we illustrate the use of our uncer-
tainty principle by adopting a highly simplified assumption that SF
is a two-step process. During the first phase, the gas tracer can be
detected while no SF is seen, whereas during the second phase, a
young stellar population is in place and the gas has been expelled
due to stellar feedback (or any other mechanism that leads the gas
phase to become undetectable in the adopted gas tracer). Hence, the
duration of the entire SF process is given by ! = tgas+tstar!tover ,
where tgas denotes the duration of the first phase, tstar represents
the duration of the second phase, and we shall set the duration of
the overlap between the gas and stellar phases to tover = 0. As a
result, tph = min{tgas, tstar}. In reality, more phases likely exist
and undoubtedly tover $= 0. The overlap can only be ignored if (1)
its duration is much smaller than that of the entire SF process and
(2) multiple independent SF regions are covered. We will illustrate
the effect of a non-zero overlap in §3.
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!t ! !, (2)

where ! is a time-scale that fully covers all phases of the SF process
that are traced in galactic SF relations. Observationally equation (2)
can never be satisfied – we cannot observe a stellar cluster and its
progenitor cloud at the same time. Therefore, galactic SF relations
generally consider spatial scales large enough to cover multiple SF
regions.

Observationally, !t is non-zero despite the fact that a system
is only observed at a single moment in time. The reason is that to
first order the detection of a gas or SF tracer does not distinguish
at which time exactly this tracer is observed. For instance, the gas
mass that will eventually form stars is visible for a certain duration,
and can be detected throughout. Hence, !t reflects how long the
tracer in question can be observed. Because a galactic SF relation
is only reliable if the shortest phase of the SF process is sampled at
least once, its applicability is limited by the phase with the shortest
duration. We define the duration of the SF process as

! =

N
!

i=1

tph,i !

N!1
!

i=1

tover,i,i+1, (3)

where tph,i is the duration of phase i and tover,i,i+1 represents the
duration of the overlap between phases i and i + 1. The ratio of
min (tph,i)/! then determines the number of independent SF re-
gionsNindep that need to be sampled in order to retrieve the statisti-
cally converged, galactic SF relation. Here, the size of the ‘indepen-
dent’ region refers to the largest spatial scale on which SF events
are correlated, e.g. by global gravitational collapse, triggered SF,
or a galaxy-scale perturbation such as a merger.

Setting !t = tph " min (tph,i) to be the shortest phase of
the SF process that is traced in galactic SF relations, we obtain the
ratio !t/! = N!1

indep. We illustrate this result with an example.
If the SF were to consist of two phases such that tph,1/tph,2 = 9
(i.e. 90 per cent of the time is spent in the first phase), then!t/! =
0.1 and hence Nindep = 10 independent SF regions need to be
covered to retrieve the galactic SF relation.

In practice, the number of independent SF regions sampled
within a two-dimensional aperture is set by a combination of its di-
ameter !x # N1/2

indep and the duration of the shortest phase of the
SF process !t # N!1

indep. We can therefore combine equations (1)
and (2) to formulate an uncertainty principle that needs to be satis-
fied for galactic SF relations to hold:

!x!t1/2
! "! 1/2. (4)

Here, !x is the spatial scale below which galactic SF relations
break down and !t is the duration of the shortest phase of the SF
process that is traced by the SF relation in question. Substituting
!t/! = N!1

indep, we retrieve !x ! "N1/2
indep and see that " is

the characteristic separation of independent SF regions. In order to
sample the galactic SF relation fully, we thus require

!x ! !xsamp "

"

!
tph

#1/2

". (5)

Next to the statistical sampling in time and space of the full
SF process, additional scatter is introduced by the incomplete sam-
pling of the SF tracer at low SFRs. Observational estimates of the
SFR almost exclusively rely on emission from massive stars, which
statistically may not be produced at low SFRs, which may lead to
an underestimation of the SFR. If we define a minimum SFRmin

for a certain SF tracer to be fully sampled from the IMF, a given
SFR surface density "SFR implies that a spatial scale of

Table 1. Star formation tracer properties

Tracer !t50%
a !t95%

a !t"lum
a SFRmin

(Myr) (Myr) (Myr) (10!3 M" yr!1)

H! 1.7 4.7 2 1b

FUV 4.8 65 14 0.04c

aFrom Leroy et al. (2012). bFrom Kennicutt & Evans (2012).
cAssuming a FUV flux contribution from stars M ! 3M".

!x ! !xIMF "
$

4SFRmin

#"SFR

%1/2

(6)

is required to retrieve a reliable estimate of the SFR. Here, the fac-
tor of four enters because !x represents a diameter rather than a
radius.

Finally, the above limits on the spatial scale on which galactic
SF relations hold only apply if the flux of gas and SF tracers across
the boundary of an aperture is negligible over the duration of the SF
process ! . Any net drift will introduce scatter or potentially system-
atic deviations. Given a velocity dispersion $, the size-scale should
therefore satisfy

!x ! !xdrift "
1
2
$!, (7)

where the factor of 1/2 arises from taking the mean times of both
the gaseous and stellar phases. In practice, the condition of equa-
tion (5) implies that multiple independent SF regions are covered
in a single aperture. Statistically speaking, the flux of gas and SF
tracers across the aperture boundary should be minor and hence
equation (7) should always be satisfied. This will be illustrated in
§3 below.

Together, the above three conditions postulate that galactic SF
relations hold on size-scales

!x ! !xtot " max{!xsamp, !xIMF, !xdrift}. (8)

2.2 Specification of key variables

The general uncertainty principle of equation (8) should be satis-
fied when evaluating galactic SF relations, irrespective of the pre-
cise choice of the variables it depends on. However, the practical
application of the principle requires the specification of the (tracer-
dependent) durations of the several phases of the SF process tph,i,
the minimum SFRs required for their use SFRmin, the total dura-
tion of the SF process ! , and the characteristic spatial separation of
independent SF regions ".

In the rest of this Letter, we illustrate the use of our uncer-
tainty principle by adopting a highly simplified assumption that SF
is a two-step process. During the first phase, the gas tracer can be
detected while no SF is seen, whereas during the second phase, a
young stellar population is in place and the gas has been expelled
due to stellar feedback (or any other mechanism that leads the gas
phase to become undetectable in the adopted gas tracer). Hence, the
duration of the entire SF process is given by ! = tgas+tstar!tover ,
where tgas denotes the duration of the first phase, tstar represents
the duration of the second phase, and we shall set the duration of
the overlap between the gas and stellar phases to tover = 0. As a
result, tph = min{tgas, tstar}. In reality, more phases likely exist
and undoubtedly tover $= 0. The overlap can only be ignored if (1)
its duration is much smaller than that of the entire SF process and
(2) multiple independent SF regions are covered. We will illustrate
the effect of a non-zero overlap in §3.
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where ! is the time covering all phases of the SF process traced
in galactic SF relations. Observationally, equation (2) can never be
satisfied – we cannot observe a stellar cluster and its progenitor
cloud at the same time. This is why galactic SF relations must con-
sider spatial scales large enough to cover multiple SF regions.

Observationally, !t is non-zero despite the fact that a system
is only observed at a single moment in time. The reason is that to
first order the detection of a gas or SF tracer does not distinguish
at which time exactly this tracer is observed. For instance, the gas
mass that will eventually participate in the SF process is visible
for a certain duration, and can be detected throughout. Hence, !t
reflects how long the tracer in question can be observed. The key
point here is that a galactic SF relation is only reliable if the shortest
phase of the SF process is sampled at least once. Therefore, its
applicability is limited by the phase with the shortest duration. We
define the duration of the SF process as

! =

N
!

i=1

tph,i !

N!1
!

i=1

tover,i,i+1, (3)

where tph,i is the duration of phase i and tover,i,i+1 represents
the duration of the overlap between phases i and i + 1. Setting
!t " min (tph,i) to be the shortest phase of the SF process that
is traced in galactic SF relations, the ratio !/!t then reflects the
number of independent SF regions Nindep,req that need to be sam-
pled in order to retrieve the statistically converged, galactic SF
relation. Here, the size of the ‘independent’ region refers to the
largest spatial scale on which SF events within that region are
correlated, e.g. by global gravitational collapse, triggered SF, or
a galaxy-scale perturbation such as a merger. We illustrate this re-
sult with an example. If the SF were to consist of two phases such
that tph,1/tph,2 = 9 (i.e. 90 per cent of the time is spent in the first
phase), then !t/! = 0.1 and hence Nindep,req = 10 independent
SF regions need to be covered to retrieve the galactic SF relation.

The number of independent SF regions with a characteristic
diameter " that is sampled within a two-dimensional aperture of
size !x is Nindep = (!x/")2. The condition that this number
exceeds the number of independent regions required to retrieve the
galactic SF relation (Nindep ! Nindep,req) thus yields:
"

!x
"

#2

!
!
!t

. (4)

This can be rewritten in the familiar form of an uncertainty princi-
ple that needs to be satisfied for galactic SF relations to hold:

!x!t1/2
! "! 1/2. (5)

Here, !x is the spatial scale on which the SF relations are mea-
sured and !t is the duration of the shortest phase of the SF pro-
cess that is traced by the SF relation in question. If equation (5) is
satisfied, then the shortest phase of the SF process is always well-
sampled, and hence the galactic SF relation is retrieved. Given the
values of all tph,i, this defines the minimum size-scale:

!x ! !xsamp "
"

!
!t

#1/2

", (6)

which specifies the constant A in equation (1). Hence, (1) the more
similar the various tph,i are or (2) the smaller the size is of inde-
pendent regions, the smaller the minimum size-scale is on which
galactic SF relations still hold.

Next to the statistical sampling in time and space of the full
SF process, additional scatter is introduced by the incomplete sam-
pling of the SF tracer at low SFRs. Observational estimates of the
SFR almost exclusively rely on emission from massive stars, which

Figure 1. Schematic representation of tgas , tstar , tover and ! . Depending
on the adopted gas and SF tracers (and their detectability), tover can refer
to the duration of SF itself, the duration of gas removal, or a combination
of both (see text).

statistically may not be produced at low SFRs, leading to an un-
derestimation of the SFR. If we define a minimum SFRmin for a
certain SF tracer to be fully sampled from the IMF (see Table 1), a
given SFR surface density "SFR implies that a spatial scale of

!x ! !xIMF "
"

4
#

SFRmin

"SFR

#1/2

(7)

is required to retrieve a reliable SFR estimate. Here, the factor of
four enters because !x represents a diameter rather than a radius.

Finally, the above limits on the spatial scale on which galactic
SF relations hold only apply if the relative flux of gas and SF tracers
across the boundary of an aperture is negligible over the duration of
the SF process ! . Any net drift will introduce scatter or potentially
systematic deviations. Given a characteristic drift velocity $, the
size-scale should therefore satisfy

!x ! !xdrift "
1
2
$!, (8)

where the factor of 1/2 arises from taking the mean duration of
the gas and stellar phases. In practice, the condition of equation (6)
implies that multiple independent SF regions are covered in a single
aperture. Statistically speaking, the flux of gas and SF tracers across
the aperture boundary should therefore be minor and equation (8)
should be satisfied. This will be illustrated in §3 below.

Together, the above three conditions postulate that galactic SF
relations hold on size-scales

!x ! !xmax " max{!xsamp, !xIMF, !xdrift}. (9)

2.2 Specification of key variables

The general uncertainty principle of equation (9) should be satis-
fied when evaluating galactic SF relations, irrespective of the pre-
cise choice of the variables it depends on. However, the practical
application of the principle requires the specification of the (tracer-
dependent) durations of the several phases of the SF process tph,i,
the minimum SFRs required for their use SFRmin, the total dura-
tion of the SF process ! , and the characteristic spatial separation of
independent SF regions ". Note that the numbers in this section are
strictly adopted for the purpose of illustration. In practice, they can
be measured from the observational data (see §3 and §4.2).

In the rest of this paper, we illustrate the use of our uncertainty
principle by assuming that the SF process as traced by galactic scal-
ing relations consists of two steps, as is shown schematically in Fig-
ure 1. During the first phase, the gas tracer can be detected while
no SF is seen, whereas during the second phase, a young stellar
population is in place and the gas has been expelled due to stellar
feedback (or any other mechanism that leads the gas phase to be-
come undetectable in the adopted gas tracer). Hence, the duration

c! 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–6
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Diederik Kruijssen – Max Planck Institute for Astrophysics 

Application with a (very) simple 1D disc galaxy model 

  Logarithmic potential (V = 200 km s-1, solid-body in central kpc) 

  Exponential gas surface density profile with: 
    - Σ(0) = 200 M pc-2  
    - Rs = 2.5 kpc 
    - σ = 10 km s-1 (in central kpc σ = 50 km s-1) 

  ΣSFR profile by assuming a large-scale Schmidt-Kennicutt relation 

  Size-scale of independent regions is assumed to be Toomre length 

  tgas ~ Ω-1, tstar = 2 Myr (Hα) and tover = 0 Myr 
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Figure 1. Example of the minimum size-scales !xi above which galac-
tic SF relations hold as a function of galactocentric radius in an idealised
disc galaxy (see text). The dashed line shows!xsamp, which accounts for
the statistical sampling of the different phases of the SF process. The dot-
ted line shows !xIMF, which accounts for the sampling of the high-mass
(SF-tracing) end of the IMF. The dash-dotted line shows!xdrift, which ac-
counts for the drift of gas and young stars across the aperture boundary. At
each radius, the solid line shows the maximum of these three limits,!xtot.

surface density profile with central value !(0) = 200 M! pc"2

and scale radius Rs = 2.5 kpc, and a gas velocity dispersion of
! = 10 km s"1. In the central kpc, the velocity dispersion is as-
sumed to rise linearly to a central value of ! = 50 km s"1, and
the rotation curve is assumed to be solid-body (i.e. " is constant).
In the central 500 pc, the drift of gas and young stars across the
aperture boundary set the minimum scale on which galactic SF re-
lations hold#xdrift ! 150 pc), which is consistent with the known
offset between the dense gas and 24µm sources in the CMZ of
the Milky Way (Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2009; Longmore et al. 2013).
However, the incomplete sampling of independent SF regions sets
#xsamp = 100–900 pc over the largest part of the galaxy, in the
radius range R = 1–9 kpc. At larger radii, the incomplete sam-
pling of SF tracers from the IMF kicks in and #xIMF > 1 kpc. A
direct implication is that when using SF tracers that cover a larger
time interval (e.g. FUV), the IMF remains properly sampled out to
larger radii. This is why discs do not show the same truncation in
the UV (Thilker et al. 2007) as when observed in H" (Martin &
Kennicutt 2001; also see Bigiel et al. 2010). Considering that the
majority of the SF in exponential disc galaxies occurs between 0.5
and 3 gas scale radii, Figure 1 shows that #xsamp most strongly
restricts the application of galactic SF relations on small scales.

Using equation (12), we can now predict the scatter on the ob-
served gas depletion time-scale as a function of aperture size for
several of our example systems. This is shown in Figure 2 for the
disc galaxy, dwarf galaxy and SMG from Table 2, as well as for the
resolved disc galaxy model of Figure 1 at six different galactocen-
tric radii. For these examples, the scatter varies from !log = 0.05–
0.15 at lap = 2.5 kpc to !log ! 0.8 at lap = 0.3 kpc. Although a
detailed comparison with observations is deferred to K13, we note
that this is qualitatively consistent with the behaviour observed by
Leroy et al. (2012).

Thus far, we have assumed that aperture are randomly posi-
tioned on a galaxy. However, it is also possible to estimate the rel-
ative change of the measured gas depletion time-scale as a func-
tion of aperture size when centering it on a concentration of gas or

Figure 2. Scatter in the gas depletion time-scale as a function of aperture
size lap. The {dashed, dotted, dash-dotted} lines show the {disc,dwarf,sub-
mm} galaxies from Table 2, whereas the coloured lines represent the spa-
tially resolved disc galaxy model of Figure 1, with {red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, violet} indicating radii of R = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} kpc.

young stars. The observed galactic depletion time-scale [tdepl]gal
reflects the ratio of gas to young stellar tracers, and hence is pro-
portional to tgas/tstar when averaged over an infinitely large area.
However, the proportionality changes when considering a finite
area centered on a gas or stellar peak. Depending on the aperture
size, it will cover Nreg = (lap/lT)2 independent SF regions, of
which the central one is chosen to be dominated by gas or stars.
The probability that any of the other regions traces gas (or stars)
is then pgas = tgas/# (or pstar = tstar/# ) and hence one finds
pgas(Nreg " 1) regions tracing gas and pstar(Nreg " 1) regions
tracing stars. The ratio of the number of gas to young stellar tracers
normalised to the galactic value then reflects the relative change of
the measured gas depletion time-scale. For an aperture centered on
a gas peak this yields

[tdepl]gas
[tdepl]gal

=
1 + (tgas/# )

!

(lap/lT)2 " 1
"

tover/tstar + (tgas/# )
!

(lap/lT)2 " 1
" (13)

whereas for an aperture centered on a stellar peak we find

[tdepl]star
[tdepl]gal

=
tover/tgas + (tstar/# )

!

(lap/lT)2 " 1
"

1 + (tstar/# )
!

(lap/lT)2 " 1
" (14)

In both equations, the term tover/t{gas,star} reflects the non-zero
probability of finding stars (gas) in the central gaseous (stellar)
overdensity in case the gas and stellar phases overlap (tover #= 0).

In Figure 3, we show the relative change of the gas depletion
time-scale resulting from equations (13) and (14) for different com-
binations of tgas, tstar and tover. While Figure 2 already showed
substantial scatter on scales smaller than a few 100 pc, we now see
that centering an aperture on an overdensity of gas or stars sys-
tematically biases the gas depletion time-scale by up to an order
of magnitude or more. Another interesting point is that the asym-
metry between the curves focussing on gas or stars depends on the
ratio tgas/tstar, whereas a non-zero overlap between the gas and
stellar phases (i.e. the duration of SF) introduces a measurable hor-
izontal offset in Figure 3. We conclude that measurements of the
gas depletion time-scale in small apertures centered on gas or stel-
lar tracers present a powerful tool to determine the duration of the
several phases of the SF process.

c! 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–6
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Effect when randomly placing an aperture 
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Predicted scatter versus (randomly placed) aperture size 
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Predicted scatter versus (randomly placed) aperture size 
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Effect when placing an aperture on peaks of gas or star formation  
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An uncertainty principle for star formation 5

Figure 3. Scatter in the gas depletion time-scale as a function of aperture
size lap . The {dashed, dotted, dash-dotted} lines show the {disc,dwarf,sub-
mm} galaxies from Table 2, whereas the coloured lines represent the spa-
tially resolved disc galaxy model of Figure 2, with {red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, violet} indicating radii of R = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} kpc. The
thick dashed line includes an intrinsic observational scatter of 0.15 dex.

gas to young stellar tracers normalised to the galaxy-wide [tdepl]gal
then reflects the relative change of the measured gas depletion time-
scale. For an aperture centered on a gas peak this yields

[tdepl]gas
[tdepl]gal

=
1 + (tgas/! )

!

(lap/lT)2 ! 1
"

tover/2tstar + (tgas/! )
!

(lap/lT)2 ! 1
" (14)

whereas for an aperture centered on a stellar peak we find

[tdepl]star
[tdepl]gal

=
tover/2tgas + (tstar/! )

!

(lap/lT)2 ! 1
"

1 + (tstar/! )
!

(lap/lT)2 ! 1
" (15)

In both equations, the term tover/2t{gas,star} reflects the non-zero
probability of finding stars (gas) in the central gaseous (stellar)
overdensity in case the gas and stellar phases overlap (tover "= 0),
multiplied by a factor of 1/2 to reflect the adopted linear increase
(decrease) of their intensity during tover . As explained in §2.2, tover
encompasses the duration of SF tSF as well as the time-scale for
the removal of gas from the aperture or region by feedback tfb =
min (lap, lT)/vej, where vej is the characteristic ejection velocity
of the gas. Together, this yields tover = tSF + min (lap, lT)/vej.
When using a tracer that only detects unembedded stars, by defi-
nition tSF = 0 and the duration of the overlap is solely set by gas
removal.

In Figure 4, we show the relative change of the gas depletion
time-scale resulting from equations (14) and (15) for different com-
binations of tgas, tstar and tover . While Figure 3 already showed
substantial scatter on scales smaller than a few 100 pc, we now see
that centering an aperture on an overdensity of gas or stars sys-
tematically biases the gas depletion time-scale by up to an order of
magnitude or more. Another interesting point is that the asymmetry
between the curves focussing on gas or stars depends on the ratio
tgas/tstar, whereas a non-zero overlap between the gas and stellar
phases (i.e. the duration of SF and gas removal) introduces a flatten-
ing of the curves in Figure 4 for aperture sizes smaller than the size-
scales of independent regions. In particular, [tdepl]gas / [tdepl]gal
saturates at a value of 2tstar/tover , whereas [tdepl]star / [tdepl]gal
approaches tover/2tgas. Because tstar is known from stellar pop-
ulation modelling, this implies that the relevant time-scales of the

Figure 4. Expected relative change of the measured gas depletion time-
scale as a function of aperture size when centering on gas peaks (top
curves) or stellar peaks (bottom curves) for several combinations of
{tgas, tstar , tover} (see legend). Except where noted otherwise, gas re-
moval due to feedback occurs instantaneously and hence the overlap equals
the duration of SF (tover = tSF). The thick black curves represent the stan-
dard variable set. The orange and red curves illustrate the effect of a non-
zero overlap time, the green curve shows the effect of the ratio between
the durations of the gas and stellar phases, and the cyan curve indicates
the combined effect. The blue curve adds the effect of non-instantaneous
gas removal due to feedback, with a SF time-scale of tSF = 3 Myr and
a characteristic gas ejection velocity of vej = 100 km s!1. The vertical
dashed line denotes the adopted Toomre length lT = 0.13 kpc (cf. Table 2),
and the dotted lines indicate the different!xsamp. The (asymptotic) values
reached for lap < lT are indicated towards the left-hand side of the figure.
As can be verified by substituting equation (6) into equations (14) and (15),
the bias of tdepl never exceeds a factor of three as long as lap ! !xsamp.

SF process can simply be read off figures like Figure 4. When a
finite gas ejection velocity is adopted, the flattening becomes more
gradual. At lap = lT, the bias of the depletion time is then set by
tover = tSF + lT/vej, while for very small aperture sizes it ap-
proaches tSF as before. We conclude that measurements of the gas
depletion time-scale in small apertures centered on gas or stellar
tracers present a powerful tool to determine the duration of the sev-
eral phases of the SF process. Note that this does not require the gas
depletion time to be constant or independent of the environment.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Assumptions, observational caveats and biases

The statistical arguments used to derive the expected scatter in SF
relations rely on several implicit assumptions. If this theoretical
framework is applied in regimes where these assumptions break
down, the derived scatter will vary from that predicted. For exam-
ple, the assumption that the SFR is constant over ! will break down
in a localised ‘starburst’ event. Alternatively, if the physical proper-
ties of a galaxy vary substantially within a given observational aper-
ture, the characteristic size and mass of independent regions may
also change, potentially giving rise to additional scatter. Also, the
above framework has been defined under the simplest assumption
that the galaxy is face-on. As inclination will directly affect sev-
eral key variables (e.g. the projected aperture area, gas/star surface
density, rotation curves), the deprojected values should be used.

c! 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–6
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Gas depletion time bias versus (specifically placed) aperture size 
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An uncertainty principle for star formation 

  Simple interpretative framework 

  Potentially very powerful to obtain: 

    - time-scales involved in SF process (duration, “cloud” lifetimes, etc.) 

    - time spent by gas at different densities (by combining different tracers) 

    - size-scales of independent regions 

  First verification with observations underway 
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Observed scatter versus aperture size: small galactocentric radii 
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Observed scatter versus aperture size: large galactocentric radii 
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Observed scatter versus predicted minimum size-scale: small aperture 
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Observed scatter versus predicted minimum size-scale: large aperture 
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Comparison to observations & implications 

  First results: observations follow simple framework 

 Future applications desirable 

  Small-scale SF relations are fundamentally different to galactic SF relations 

  Galaxy (formation) simulations now resolve scales ≤100 pc 

  No reason to motivate SF recipes by the galactic SF relation (KS, Bigiel, …) 
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A “more fundamental” SF relation? 

  Small-scale SF relation covers conversion of dense gas into stars 

  Large-scale SF relation also includes galactic physics 
    (feedback, cooling, inflow dynamics) 
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Gutermuth+11; 
also see Lada+13 
(to be submitted) 

ΣSFR ~ Σgas
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H
opkins+13 
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Conclusions 

  Simple framework explains failure of galactic SF relations on small scales 

  Potentially powerful method to constrain ISM/GMC/SF physics 

  Small/large-scale SF relations are fundamentally different 

  Observational & numerical applications underway 
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